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Do you glow all of a sudden? 
Always we hit back at our opponents 
Don't shout with me 
Do you wanna feel the pulse of our core?
Once, twice, or three times? It gets a bit stronger!
So soon 1tym gives it's third album to the world 
Makes a hundred countries world-wide sing our music
I NEVER FAKE IT! 
SO TAKE IT NOW! WE GON' MAKE IT! 

SHAKE IT SHAKE IT 
Over here and over there let your body sway 
BREAK IT, BREAK IT, YOU WANT IT? 
Pick the second winning style
GET IT GET IT 
Once I chose the path to walk down in my life
The wind didn't match the clouds it followed
So I said that the past 
Instead of pointlessness, will become an energy inside
me
All the people in the world, party with me! 

(HOOK) 
All the people in this world, party with me?
(Hello! Hello!) 
I am here! How you been? Hello everything!
(Hello! Hello!) 
Everything in this world has changed!
(Hello! Hello!) 
I'm greeting all these things that have been born
again! (Hello! Hello!) 

When you're bored TURN UP THE radio 
JUMP AROUND LIKE Super Mario 
See me FLY LIKE a queen bee Only music is still my
AMIGO 
(YOU GET THEM CHILLS!) 

I can't give up this nervous feeling
Is that bad? No! 
AND THAT'S WHAT I'M BOUT TO GIVE TO YOU! 
Everything goes out to you!! 
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It's been a long time (Me?) YEAH YOU! 
Achoo~ Excuse me..Do me a favor..CAN'T YOU? THANK
YOU! 
The mind is in it's teens, but the body is not(HEY?) 
Not a teenage body (RIGHT!) 
Why is everything like that to me! 
Listen to my music as you go to sleep (GET WIT DAT!) 

(HOOK) Repeat

For your far away teens, a new time is coming! 
POWER, I'M WIT DAT! MONEY, DON'T NEED DAT! 
RHYMES AND BEATS, KICK DAT! ALL O' YALL, GET
BACK!! 

CHECK IT! And 1, 2 everything goes 
Throw away all your ugliness 
Keep our FUTURE (OW~) 
YOU KNOW WHAT THE TIME HOW WE KICK RIGHT
(NOW) 

IT GOES 1 TO THE GUT, 2 TO THE DOME 
TEDDY isn't wrong in everything he says
Come here! Go down this path! 
Everybody in this world! HELLO! 

(HOOK) Repeat
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